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Where now for transfusion: the evolution of a paradigm

and its logical progression

Albert Farrugia1,2 and Douglas Starr3

The development of transfusion over the past century

and a half has been described as one of the blessings of

modern medicine. But, in some ways, it is emerging as a

decidedly mixed blessing, bringing epidemics as well as

improved health. Given all the practice has been through,

now is the right time to take a critical look at blood

transfusion as it is practiced today, and whether it serves

the individual patient as effectively as the interests of

those who administer it.

INTRODUCTION—REFLECTIONS ON THE
EVOLUTION OF BLOOD TRANSFUSION

F
rom its experimental beginnings, the blood and

plasma industry has grown to become a global

enterprise because of three key developments:

typing, fluidity and plastic bags. But those devel-

opments had ramifications: they encouraged the use of

component therapy over whole blood and an over-riding

concern for maintaining inventory.

The mystique accorded to blood over the ages led to

several attempts to transfer its properties through transfu-

sion.1 Despite numerous attempts throughout history

(such as, the questionable practices of Denis and Blun-

dell) transfusion could only become a mainstream prac-

tice after Landsteiner’s discovery of the main blood group

system and Lewisohn’s development of nontoxic anticoa-

gulants. The gradual evolution of the recognition of hypo-

volemia as a major contributor to shock and a cause of

mortality in battlefield injury2 led to the first blood banks

in the First World War3 and the Spanish Civil War.4

Although virtually unnoticed in the West, the Soviet

Union’s use of cadaveric blood probably constituted the

first blood bank network.5 Yet even these advances led to

deleterious effects. During the Second World War an over-

appreciation of the role of plasma—the first “blood

component”—led to an overuse of plasma in lieu of whole

blood for patients with life-threatening bleeding, resulting

in unnecessary mortality until the need for whole blood

transfusion as a resuscitation medium gained renewed

appreciation.2 This supplantation of blood by a compo-

nent, with its unfortunate consequences, represents the

first example of poor clinical transfusion outcomes due to

mistaken or incomplete physiological principles, based on

what was known at the time.

Following the Korean war, the gradual availability of

plastic bag technology, with its capacity to produce sterile

blood components through closed fluid paths, contrib-

uted to the wholesale adoption of blood component ther-

apy, but it did not tip the balance by itself. Even after the

switch from glass bottles to plastic bags, concentrated red

blood cells (RBC) were only used for severe cases of other-

wise normovolemic anemia. Until the early 1960s the

majority of transfusions, whether for medical or surgical

interventions, were given as whole blood.6 But over the

following decade two principal developments changed

this situation. In 1965, Judith Pool published her method

for producing concentrated antihemophilic factor VIII

(cryoprecipitate) in blood banks, use of a closed double

plastic bag system which permitted the use of the

cryoprecipitate-poor blood or the use of plasma and

RBCs.7 This led to a huge demand for this product, which

revolutionized the treatment of hemophilia A in the devel-

oped world. Meanwhile, developments in RBC preserva-

tion through replacement of plasma by novel additive

solutions allowed RBCs storage to be extended.8 This need
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to extend shelf-life was especially felt in the United

States.9 Titmuss argues that the system’s inefficiency at

this time was due, to a significant extent, on its depend-

ence on paid donors, which affected its capacity to man-

age properly its inventory.10 This led to a high rate of RBC

expiry, spurring efforts to prolong RBC storage periods.

These developments ensured that by the end of the

1970s6 the majority of blood donations were separated

into RBCs and plasma, or RBCs, plasma and platelets as

developments in platelet storage allowed harvesting of the

latter.11 In subsequent years, as blood banks introduced

higher levels of manipulating donated blood, they evolved

into manufacturing units, generating an inventory of

stored components. The not-for-profit (NFP) status of

most blood banks, using (with the exception of the United

States until the early 1970s), voluntary donors, contributed

to their relative insulation from the oversight of regulatory

agencies. The result was the development of a dual blood-

related economy12: a gift economy overseeing the pro-

curement of a voluntarily donated raw material, and a

market economy based on the provision of manufactured

goods, including plasma for fractionation harvested from

the donated blood and sold to commercial fractionation

companies.

These two economies battled for the soul of transfusion

over the next 30 years, but the emergence of a patient cen-

tric paradigm, as we propose further on in this review, will

contribute to an effective synthesis which combines the rec-

ognition of the unique nature of the donors’ gift with the

realities of evidence-based health care.

CATASTROPHE FOLLOWS COMPLACENCY

Things seemed to be going well for the transfusion industry

until the AIDS crisis intervened. Beyond exposing a general

vulnerability, the epidemic revealed fault lines between epi-

demiologists and blood bankers, and between the interests

of donors and those of recipients. So it should be no sur-

prise that even after AIDS was dealt with the system had to

deal with another painful crisis in the form of hepatitis C

transmission. While lessons have been learned, a particu-

larly important one—the precautionary principle—has

only partially been applied.

The seemingly trouble-free progression of blood

transfusion to an exalted, altruistically based and safe

therapy ground to a halt in the early 1980s as a result of

the AIDS crisis. These events have been extensively docu-

mented by one of the authors,13 and other work has com-

mented about the fault lines in different blood systems

which led to these crises.14 We view these events as result-

ing from a convergence of diverse factors. The develop-

ment of blood systems as providers of manufactured

therapeutics basically without adequate oversight led, in

the most instances, to a system of self-regulation, which

was unprepared for the challenges of the AIDS epidemic.

The recognition that any measures taken to decrease risk,

initially, had to be based on deferring whole social groups

and hence would possibly curtail supply delayed the

required actions.

A particular example of the various tensions in play

during this period bears scrutiny. As the players involved

in the issue came to grips in the United States over the

crucial years 1982-83, a divergence emerged between the

scientific cultures of the Centers for Disease Control

(CDC) and the blood establishment, with the Food and

Drug Administration (FDA) providing a weak and equivo-

cal series of requirements. The CDC, whose epidemiolo-

gists could see the clear signs of a growing epidemic from

their discipline, were unable to influence in a timely fash-

ion the blood establishment who being unused to grap-

pling with epidemiological issues, continued to

underestimate the risk through inexpert interpretations of

“a one in a million risk.”15 In addition, the blood estab-

lishment adhered strongly to the interests of blood

donors, frequently articulated through donor associations,

which delayed the necessary deferral and communication

strategies needed to exclude the high risk groups associ-

ated with AIDS. This combination of factors led to contin-

ued obfuscation in the crucial period; as late as early 1985,

the former chair of the FDA’s Blood Products Advisory

Committee, and himself a prominent blood banker, was

expressing resistance to mandatory donor selection based

on sexual history.16

The relative lack of oversight and accountability for

blood systems ended with the HIV crisis and the blood

scandals, although residual deficiencies were to contrib-

ute to a second wave of infections involving hepatitis C

(HCV) in the 1990s.17,18 These incidents greatly impacted

the blood establishment and led to closer oversight of

blood services, more akin to that of pharmaceuticals. The

establishment and strengthening of a regulatory frame-

work for blood19 was strongly recommended by the vari-

ous inquiries set up to examine the viral epidemics. The

urgency of the problems did not permit prolonged reflec-

tion on how this was to be done. The agencies with the

required legal mandate had little experience or expertise

in this product. Any expertise was nearly all located within

the industry. The inclusion of such experts within the

advisory bodies of the FDA, for example, drew concern

from the inquiry conducted by the Institute of Medicine

which was commissioned by the US Government to inves-

tigate the transmission of HIV by blood in the United

States.20 The convergence of urgency and restricted expert

input contributed to the regulatory agencies’ adoption of,

essentially, traditional frameworks for the oversight of the

blood system, based on the well-established principles of

pharmaceutical good manufacturing practice (GMP),

which had been introduced for plasma fractionation prod-

ucts in previous decades. In addition, the problems of

infectious disease risks ensured that, in this area at least,
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the authorities and the blood systems adopted a strict

interpretation of the precautionary principle already in

place in European law21 to guide decision making on

issues underpinned by uncertainty.

We suggest that the interpretation of the principle by

the blood systems and their overseers has been limited,

both in scope and in application. The application of the

principle to the whole range of adverse effects of blood

other than infectious disease has been modest. Concur-

rently, little effort has been made to review and if neces-

sary, revise or remove measures once scientific

developments made them outdated, as the principle

advocates.

In tandem with, and partly consequential to the

establishment of these frameworks, the blood systems

and guiding bodies, such as, the World Health Organiza-

tion22,23 continue to undervalue whole blood for transfu-

sion when appropriate, while cementing in place the use

of separated, stored, components.

In addition, blood banks morphed into manufactur-

ing units separated—from the clinical units use of the

blood—structurally, organizationally and, in many instan-

ces, geographically. This has partly happened as a result of

the requirements of GMP, which favored the establish-

ment of large, centralized centers for the collection and

processing of blood units. This contributed strongly to a

culture in which the maintenance of inventory is empha-

sized as the end, rather than a means, of the blood-

banking process.

Although these developments contributed to the

detachment of transfusion from the clinical environment,

they also eliminated the complacency which had reigned

previously regarding the safety of blood. The introduction

of a pharmaceutical paradigm has enhanced the safety of

blood, albeit at a cost.

CONSEQUENCES OFFSHORE

Our policies of exporting our blood bank philosophy to the

developing world, may be harmful. In many of these coun-

tries other modes of procurement, such as, family donation

may be more appropriate, Also, given the reduced needs of

component therapy in many instances, the abolition of

fresh whole blood is against patient interests.24 Are we

practicing neocolonialist transfusion?

We summarize the current dominant paradigm in

Table 1. Regrettably, this paradigm also forms the basis of

assistance programs to burgeoning transfusion activities

in emerging countries. The principles underlying the sup-

port of programs, such as, the US President’s Emergency

Plan for AIDS Relief include commitments and perform-

ance metrics linked to centralization of blood services, the

use of voluntary nonremunerated blood donors and con-

version to blood component therapy.25 The increased

costs linked to centralization of blood services in an envi-

ronment supported by minimal infrastructure have been

shown to triple the cost of blood.26 This concern increases

when the issue of sustainability of such programs is con-

sidered, following the termination of the prescribed con-

tracts, as shown in Kenya where workers hired for the

program had to be laid off at its termination, despite a

continuing need to improve their blood services.27 Impos-

ing Western notions of the ethics of blood donation

through mandating voluntary donation also presents risks

if this results in the exclusion of the safe and culturally

integrated practice of family donation.28 In an era when

the Western blood systems are increasingly emphasizing

the appropriate use of blood products, it is important to

recognize the different transfusion patterns between weal-

thy donors and the recipient countries. This is especially

reflected in the majority of transfusions being given,

appropriately, as whole blood in these recipient coun-

tries.24,29 Imposing component therapy is hence unwise

and counterproductive to the development of sound and

modern transfusion practice.

The introduction of Western transfusion methods in

emerging countries may have untoward effects. However,

an enhanced awareness of the benefits of decentralized

blood systems may also benefit the donor countries.

THE EMERGENCE, AND ESTABLISHMENT,
OF “TRANSFUSION MEDICINE”

Meanwhile, the emergence of an academic discipline—

“Transfusion Medicine”—in the past 30 years has intro-

duced academic rigour to the sector. But it also threatens to

create a body of academics invested in the status quo and

resistant to change.

As we have discussed above, the industrialization and

consolidation of transfusion practice to GMP-driven cen-

tralized blood “factories” since the 1980s has contributed

to a detachment from clinical medicine as, increasingly,

blood systems have become passive purveyors of remotely

manufactured blood products. One of the authors (Albert

Farrugia) currently works in Italy after extensive experi-

ence in the Australian blood system. The Italian and

Australian blood systems represent diametrically opposite

poles with the Italian system’s continued embedment in

the public hospital system,30 contrasting with the Austra-

lian system of one blood center in each of the Australian

states, dispensing blood products to remote clinical

TABLE 1. Features of the current transfusion
paradigm

Component therapy
Centralized blood establishments
Infectious disease as the main risk
Inventorism
Detachment from clinical environment
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outlets.31 There are pros and cons in both systems, but

there is little doubt that the Italian system is more closely

integrated to the medical environment.

Somewhat ironically, the detachment of blood trans-

fusion from clinical medicine has been accompanied by

the institutionalization of the field as a new medical spe-

cialty—“Transfusion Medicine.” Having emerged in the

1970s and 1980s, this discipline has assumed all the

trappings of the other areas of academic medical commo-

dification, including journals, conferences, and university

departments with dedicated Chairs. The research achieve-

ments of this endeavor have been commendable and

extensive. Significant work has gone into validating and

extending the storage lives of donated components, devel-

oping extended algorithms for infectious disease testing,

and introducing increasingly sophisticated donor ques-

tioning techniques etc. This body of work has widened

the intellectual capital of the transfusion community, but

much of it supports the current overemphasis on inven-

tory and infectious issues. As these areas assume less rele-

vance to patient-centered issues, it is possible to note

encouraging examples of research efforts questioning the

primacy of inventory over patient needs. These may well

contribute to reforming the transfusion system. In the

interim, it may be well to ponder on the probable tensions

emerging from the generation of a possibly elitist,

hubristic, medical specialty, with the resulting dangers of

elitism and resistance to change.32

The increasing “academifcation” of transfusion has

brought benefits, particularly in the development of rigor-

ous research methodology which may be usefully applied

in more patient centric applications than has hitherto been

the case.

THE DIVERGENT POSITIONS OF
DIFFERENT BLOOD PRODUCTS—PLASMA

DERIVATIVES VERSUS BLOOD
COMPONENTS

Even though plasma products have to pass muster as both

safe and efficacious, transfused components have only had

to show safety and basic recovery in the circulation. The

question of their effectiveness has always been assumed,

and has been “grandfathered in” for regulation and use.

This contrasts with the products of fractionation.

The industrial manufacture of plasma derivatives

draws from both whole blood donations and from collec-

tions by apheresis for its raw materials. Plasma

“recovered” from voluntarily given whole blood donations

and sold on the open market represents an important

source of income for many blood systems and hence

influences the maintenance of the current paradigm. In

some countries, a commitment to national self-

sufficiency in blood products results in an effort to source

all plasma for manufacture from domestic blood donors.

We note that an overzealous and unaccountable adher-

ence to such a policy underpinned the events around the

blood scandals in Canada and France.14 The bulk of frac-

tionated plasma globally, however, is obtained through

apheresis of paid donors, mostly in the United States,

through collection centers integrated into the main

fractionators.

Plasma derivatives, although extracted from blood,

have had a tenuous and uneasy position in the transfusion

paradigm, having arisen primarily outside the transfusion

systems. Although the plasma harvested for Cohn’s albu-

min fractionation during the Second World War was pri-

marily obtained from whole blood donors, soon after the

war the fractionation industry came to rely on material

from collection centers outside the mainstream blood sys-

tem. The demand for albumin and, from the 1960s, for

factor VIII, increased the requirements for plasma and

generated a collection industry supplying the growing

number of fractionators. This industry was subject to reg-

ulation earlier than the transfusion sector. Although this

did not prevent the transmission of infectious disease and

other problems, in the early stages of the AIDS epidemic,

when behavior-based donor deferral was the only appa-

rent risk reduction measure, the plasma industry in gen-

eral took action earlier than the transfusion sector.20 Due

to the large number of donors contributing to industrial

plasma pools, mass HIV epidemics, particularly in hemo-

philiacs, occurred, and transmissions continued until

effective viral inactivation processes were in place, even

from pools screened with the first available HIV tests.33

Following the development of further inactivation steps

for HCV, these patients have been free from new infec-

tions for the past 25 years,34 while transmissions of HIV to

transfusion recipients have continued, sporadically, over

this period.35,36

Another divergence between plasma derivatives and

transfusion components lies in the extent of regulation. In

contrast to the plasma products industry, which has to

prove therapeutic efficacy against specific claims for its

products, the labile blood component sector faces no

such oversight. A historical assumption that these prod-

ucts are inherently efficacious and the insulation of trans-

fusion medicine from evidence based medicine (EBM)

have, until recently, contributed to a lack of attention to

these aspects. The only criteria formally in place specify

the required recovery in the circulation of transfused

RBCs and platelets. Twenty-four hours post transfusion of

the RBC product 75% of the transfused RBCs need to be

in the circulation,8 and the recovery of platelets at the end

of a requested shelf life has to be 66% of fresh platelets.37

By pharmaceutical standards, these are modest criteria,

but proposals by regulators to enhance them are not well

received by some parts of the blood industry.38,39 The pos-

sible burden of permitting the presence of up to 25% of

effete RBCs has been noted.40
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There are no other current requirements to assure

that these measurements of recover in the circulation are

predictive of patient outcomes. This would require differ-

ent measurements more relevant to clinical outcomes.

Unfortunately, these have not been applied so far. The

physiological function of RBCs—oxygen delivery to the

tissues—is influenced by the deformability of the RBC41

and by the affinity of hemoglobin for oxygen,42 both of

which can be measured. The hemostatic function of plate-

let concentrates can be assessed by the platelet function

analyser.43,44 Use of these parameters and others requires

considerable work in validation and standardization39 but

would provide a specification for these transfusion prod-

ucts that may be the basis for evaluating efficacy.

Reflecting further on the respective environments

involving the production of blood components and

plasma derivatives, we conclude that the requirement for

GMP is clearly appropriate for plasma derivatives. It is less

appropriate for hospital-based manufacture, and blood

component production in general has moved away from

such an environment. Hospital-based practices are sub-

ject to standards, such as, those of the International

Standardization Organization, which are suited to the rou-

tine practice of hospital-based blood transfusion centers.

This poses a regulatory problem in which two different

sets of standards apply to the fractionation products,

depending on whether the plasma was harvested at a col-

lection center or as part of a whole-blood donation at a

hospital. It is difficult to envisage two different quality

standards for transfusion components and fractionation

raw material. This issue is the basis of much of the prob-

lematic aspects of GMP in blood banking, and we suggest

that it provides one of several drivers to focus fractiona-

tion plasma collection on apheresis collection and away

from mainstream transfusion needs.

Absorbing the efficacy component of the regulatory

paradigm will enhance the evidence base for transfusion

and benefit patients, if approval agencies recognize the par-

ticular features of transfusion practice which limit the

applicability of mainstream drug development principles.

INVENTORY VERSUS PATIENT

The preoccupation with inventory has led to a certain blind

assumption about the effectiveness of transfusion. New

studies are now questioning that assumption. They are

finding that red cells lose their effectiveness more rapidly

than previously realized, as do platelets, while the use of

plasma is increasingly unjustified.

With the rapid detachment of much of the transfu-

sion activity from the clinical to the pharmaceutical

model, many aspects of product use have been made sub-

servient to the needs of the system rather than those of

the individual patient. As discussed above, the practice of

component therapy originated partly in response to the

needs of hemophilia and other fractionation activities

directed toward relatively small patient populations, when

compared with the main transfused population. In addi-

tion, maintaining RBC inventories led to the removal of

plasma from the majority of blood donations, to allow

suspension in additive solutions designed to prolong stor-

age. As discussed, this occurred against the background of

satisfying pharmacokinetic criteria detached from physio-

logical function. As the needs of the inventory grew, the

policy of first in, first out ensured the transfusion of con-

siderable amounts of aged RBCs and the quasi extinction

of fresh blood as a transfusion modality.

A number of randomized clinical trials (RCTs) have

been performed to address the issue of RBC storage

effects. Their results are now available and have generally

found that clinical outcomes with stored RBCs are similar

to those with fresh cells.45-47 The results of the three large

RCTs have alleviated some of the concerns regarding

stored RBCs. We suggest that this may be tempered with

an appreciation of Bradford Hill’s criteria,48 according

elements to assigning causality which supplement a sta-

tistical determination. Hill proposes that such a determi-

nation, in itself, cannot answer these questions, and we

concur that consideration of Hill’s criteria of plausibility

and coherence (mechanism) generated by the consider-

able body of experimental data indicating possible harm

from stored RBCs should also be included. We note some

similarities between this controversy and the long-

standing issue of universal leucocyte reduction (ULR),

which bedevilled transfusion for many years. The intro-

duction of ULR was not supported by several RCTs

designed to address the putative benefits suggested by

experimental data, but its eventual introduction is widely

recognized as having enhanced the quality and safety of

blood transfusion. Despite a dearth of RCT-driven evi-

dence, ULR has become a standard for transfusion. We

would encourage consideration of this example, as well as

recognizing the continuing uncertainty on the issue of

RBC storage length.49,50 It may be that any concerns based

on the presumption of a change to current inventory

management systems may be better addressed through

more inventive approaches utilizing sophisticated infor-

mation technology, capable of shortening the shelf life

with minimal loss.51 For example, Atkinson et al.52 have

shown that an allocation policy of transfusing blood with

a storage threshold of 14 days, while leading to a decrease

in the age of transfused blood of 10-20 days, may be intro-

duced with minimal increases in the need to supplement

the RBC inventory through importation. Similarly, one

Australian transfusion service has a minimize platelet

expiry through a collaborative platelet inventory concept

comprised of moving Day 4 platelet blood stocks from low

usage sites to high usage sites and then sharing a common

multisite near expiry Day 5.53
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The demand to maintain inventory affects other com-

ponents in addition to RBCs. The hemostatic capacity of

platelets deteriorates progressively over storage.54 Platelets

are stored at 228C to minimize cytoskeletal protein altera-

tions occurring at refrigeration temperatures, which result

in sharply decreased survival.43 This feature has deter-

mined the conditions of platelet storage, despite the supe-

rior hemostatic properties of cold-stored platelets,43 as

such a decrease in survival may increase the required

transfusion frequency with all its possible sequela of

adverse events and negative impact on inventory. The 5-

day shelf life currently granted to platelet storage systems

may be extended to 7 days if bacterial testing assures ste-

rility,55 despite the demonstrable inferiority of 7 versus 5

day platelets in both hemostatic capacity and the estab-

lished kinetic parameters.56

Fresh frozen plasma (FFP) transfusion, while lan-

guishing in the dubious status of the least evidence-based

of the component modalities,57 has also been affected by

the inventory paradigm. The perceived need to avoid dis-

carding FFP thawed for emergency transfusion but subse-

quently unused has seen the emergence of “banking”

thawed FFP, with the attendant features of other types of

component banking. The scientific rationale has focused

on the maintenance of an adequate level of coagulation

factors measured in such stored, thawed plasma,58 despite

the finding that thawed banked plasma has less thrombin

generation capacity.59 Focusing simply on hemostatic also

does not consider the progressive loss of other factors,

such as, the maintenance of endothelial integrity in

shocked patients,60 which may have higher importance in

FFP transfusion than the contribution of coagulation

factors.

In all these aspects, we note the emphasis in the

majority of the transfusion literature and in the relevant

policy documents on the need to maintain inventory lev-

els. As the emerging patient blood management (PBM)

paradigm becomes more established, with its already visi-

ble effects on decreasing the use of blood, we would hope

that the blood establishment feels more relaxed in ensur-

ing that the quality of patient-relevant properties super-

sedes the need for fully stocked shelves of components

with storage lesions.

Citing Vamvakas,61 we propose these pillars of a

patient-centric transfusion paradigm:

PBM versus blood component therapy:

Each patient’s transfusion needs are met through an

individualized combination of approaches aimed at

avoiding as many allogeneic donor exposures as possible

Focus on the individual patient (vs. on the

component):

Our focus is not on the quality of the component

but on the quality of the medical service that we pro-

vide each patient through optimally combining PBM

modalities

Primacy of individual needs (vs. primacy of

inventory):

The overriding concern is not to avoid blood short-

ages but to reduce the transfusion risk for each patient

to a level as low as is reasonable achievable.

This paradigm should also feature the inclusion of

patients to share the decision-making process involving

transfusion versus alternative approaches,62 through

informed consent of all the issues. Any concerns from the

funding authorities regarding the costs of such a program

may be alleviated through the demonstration of the

decreased transfusion rates achievable with equivalent

clinical outcomes63

Augmenting the results of RCTs with a consideration of

biological mechanism and plausibility will align transfu-

sion more closely to the principles of causality assignment

and support precautionary measures to minimize harm, in

the current period of continued uncertainty on the effect of

the red cell storage lesion. These principles will form part of

a patient-centric transfusion paradigm.

EMPIRICISM, PRECAUTIONISM, AND THE
BLOOD INDUSTRY

While increasing the evidence for transfusion is welcome,

important safety questions should give a higher impor-

tance to the precautionary principle. The statistical appli-

cation of randomized trials to transfusion should not take

precedence over patient safety. Patients deserve the benefit

of the doubt.

EBM arrived late in blood transfusion, but its peak

instrument—the RCT—has now been used to address a

number of important questions, including the evidence

base of blood component dosage.64,65 The RCTs regarding

the fresh versus old blood issue mentioned above consti-

tute an application of EBM, exemplifying this commun-

ity’s adherence to empirical data over other forms of

experimental evidence. The scientific assessment of the

blood storage lesion leaves little doubt on the issue,66 but

the RCT has spoken.

Or has it? The EBM paradigm guiding therapeutic-

decision making is being supplemented, if not sup-

planted, by the growing application of personalized medi-

cine and patient-centered care.67 Parameters involved in

oxygen delivery, such as, RBC deformability show signifi-

cant variability between patients in different disease

states,68 while inter-donor variability is evident in the

mechanical fragility and autohemolysis of donated

RBCs.69 This suggests that a closer alignment between

donor and patient features may lend itself to improved
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outcomes in RBC transfusion, providing a better guiding

therapeutic principle than epidemiologically driven RCTs.

In view of the tensions of the EBM construct with

individual patient interests, we propose at least as vigor-

ous a consideration of the other principle which has influ-

enced the transfusion sector over the past 20 years, the

precautionary principle. Although possibly unintention-

ally, this was best captured, in relation to the infectious

disease risk which by then was absorbing the current par-

adigm, by the report of Justice Krever on the debacle of

the blood system in Canada18:

“Preventive action should be taken when there is evi-

dence that a potentially disease-causing agent is or

may be blood borne, even when there is no evidence

that recipients have been affected. If harm can occur,

it should be assumed that it will occur. If there are

no measures that will entirely prevent the harm,

measures that may only partially prevent transmis-

sion should be taken.”

Are we honestly able to say, based on all we know

about the blood storage lesion, that harm “can(not)

occur”? Does not the patient deserve the benefit of the

doubt?

FINAL THOUGHTS FROM TWO BLOOD
“BUFFS”

One of us (Albert Farrugia) is a transfusion scientist with

35 years of practical academic experience immersed in

the field. The other author of this work (Douglas Starr) has

written a widely cited account of the development of

blood transfusion and the problems of the past 30 years.

Both of us continue to have an interest, and affection, for

this discipline. We have chronicled its history, in our dif-

ferent ways, in other works, and we have noted its

achievements and its failures. At its best, this technology

has served medicine by contributing to the development

of interventions saving and improving countless lives, and

has provided a great source of community and solidarity.

But blood is big business representing a market of billions

of dollars yearly. This rubs shoulders uneasily with the

NFP dimension of the sector and the altruistic motive of

many donors. We are encouraged that the movement for

PBM and rational blood use is, among other things, stimu-

lating developments in the rational reintroduction of fresh

whole blood and other patient-centric interventions

described in other parts of this supplement. We hope that

this and other drivers will shift the current paradigm away

from the excesses of “Transfusion Medicine,” and toward

a more patient-oriented approach.
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